


It is with great pleasure that I present you this membership package 
to explain the benefits of joining our federation. The International 
Federation of Corporate Football (FIFCO) was founded in 2009 
and is the world governing body of Corporate football. FIFCO has 
strived to bring excellence in this game practiced all over the world.

Since our inception, our goal was always very simple; to encourage 
people people to stay fit through a healthy lifestyle choice of a balanced 
diet and regular exercise. What better sport than football to be our 
regular routine?

 



•Increase frequency in exercise •Build chemistry in the office

•Team sport enhances team 
   cohesion at the office

•Develop a better 
  sense of team identity

•Introduce a healthy 
 work-life balance

•Make new professional 
 contacts

•Find new associates, 
 colleagues, peers, clients, friends

•Enhance your internal 
 contacts at the office

•Play soccer once 
 a week

•Promote a team sport

•Promote your office/company
 on the pitch

•Become a role-model to the future



FIFCO is represented in all six continents with each 
their respective departments in charge to run 
corporate football in their jurisdiction. Each continental
department runs their activities and reports to FIFCO 
on a continual basis.

Each department has their administrative teams and 
competition committees and are tasked to organise 
and run national and continental Champions Cup-style 
tournaments. All the referee departments are managed 
from FIFCO headquarters.

Each organisation is tasked with recruiting new members 
and and regulating FIFCO policies in their tournaments and 
competitions.



The International Federation of Corporate Football (FIFCO) is headquartered in Montreal, 
Canada with a small operating budget and a core of dedicated professionals. Our focus is 
to embrace the FIFCO core values, keep expanding the organisation, seek out new sponsors 
and to develop the World Corporate Champions CupTM

Our general assembly is organised once a year and brings together our members for 
discussion, year-in-review, expansion, finance and most important membership needs.

EEvery director-general of the continental departments act as the continent’s voice at the 
executive committee and on the board of governors. Their input allows the committee to 
formulate policies and strategies to meet our yearly objectives and to cater to each region.
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Sponsorship is the cornerstone to most non-profit organisations. 
FIFCO is no different. Our plans revolve on future incomes from 
large corporations seeking an expanded vision. While part of our 
budgets are based on membership contributions and royalty fees, 
our main focus will be on sponsorship of major events.

As we develop strategic partners with our sponsors, members 
wwill benefit from the economic flow to assist in running their 
respective federations and their national competitions.



Every FIFCO-Approved tournament holds the title of Corporate 
Champions CupTM, but every country association strives for the 
one common goal, which is the World Corporate Champions CupTM

Our ultimate cup tournament will be played once every 2 years in a 
different part of the world. Members will be able to apply to be host 
city for the tournament and enjoy all the benefits of being recognised 
on the on the world stage.

Two concurrent tournaments are played at every Corporate 
Champions CupTM, one competitive, which teams earn their spot 
through national championships and competitions, and the other 
a recreational one open to all corporate participants.



All National members must hold at least one national level tournament 
a year in any football discipline. National winners must be invited to 
Continental-wide tournament with the optic of crowning a Continental 
champion. These winners get a direct invitation to the World Corporate 
Champions CupTM

Every FIFCO-Approved tournament can host 2 simultaneous tournaments
one one competitive and the other recreational. All members can send teams 
to the recreational side of the tournament, while the competitive is an 
earned spot.

Tournaments are usually planned over a weekend; with the opening 
ceremony on a Friday, the round-robin on Saturday and the finals 
on Sunday. A Gala dinner is offered on the Saturday night after 
the round robin.

All tournaments are open to Corporate teams under the rules of competition



FIFCO trains and promotes our own core of referees around the world 
in our member countries. Members will develop their own referee core 
and will work with FIFCO-related tournaments and competitions around 
the world.
FIFCO offers entry-level training as per the FIFA Laws of the Game, as 
well as more advanced techniques in officiating and refereeing. 
AAll FIFCO-Approved tournaments have FIFCO Accredited Referees 
with approved uniforms and equipment.

FIFCO Accredited Referees are professional official’s and enjoy high 
game fees and numerous benefits which can include travel to 
international tournaments.



FIFCO has developed strong partnerships with some of the leading 
suppliers of soccer and other sports equipment to be offered to all 
the FIFCO members. FIFCO-Approved balls are supplied to every 
FIFCO member to be distributed within their championships, 
tournaments and competitions.

FIFCO members become exclusive distributors of most of the products 
iin order to develop an additional income stream through exclusive 
partnerships. Supplying clubs and teams with their sporting wear 
needs will allow FIFCO members to better position themselves within 
their respective football communities.

All members benefit from group purchases so that the lowest 
guaranteed prices are secured for a wider distribution and a better 
income stream.





Membership has its benefits. All national members possess a vote 
and a representation within the FIFCO family.

Organisations looking to become a member can enjoy 
the following benefits;

•Exclusive territory of operation
•Full FIFCO & Continental recognition
•Exposu•Exposure to an International Tournament Structure
•Branded and recognised tournaments
•Revenue generation
•Sponsorship revenue sharing
•Merchandising revenue strategy
•Advanced training in officiating with accredited referees
•Increased local recognition
••Enhanced partnerships and greater commercial activity 
and investments from future local sponsors
•Standardised and recognised football and competition rules



Members to FIFCO also have obligations they must accept 
and enforce within their territory. 

As soon as a member is confirmed a status within the FIFCO 
family, the following must be adhered to:

•Full adherence and respect to the FIFCO charter
•Adherence to FIFCO policies, regulations and disciplinary measures
•S•Settle a yearly membership fee ($850)
•A tournament licensing fee on all National-Level tournaments for 
qualifying rounds to a continental/world tournament
•Exclusive use of “FIFCO-Approved” balls at all tournaments, competition 
and leagues within the member’s area
•Establishment of a dedicated and independent referee department 
which will report directly to FIFCO Headquarters and become fully 
aaccredited by FIFCO
•Must organise a minimum of one tournament in any football discipline 
per year
•Must invite a minimum of one FIFCO official to all national tournaments
•All FIFCO-Sanctioned tournaments must carry the name of Corporate 
Champions CupTM
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2500-1155, boulevard René-Lévesque ouest 
Montréal (Québec) H2K 3B4 Canada

+1 514.907.7600
 +1 514.409.2570 

www.fifco.org  info@fifco.org


